
5th Grade Electricity 
 
Lesson 1 
1. Read the information 
2. Use Note or Drawing to record examples of static electricity 
 
Static Electricity: 
1. a build up of charges in one place  
2.  is not flowing/moving electricity 
3. acts like a magnet-opposite charges attract & like charges repel 
4. lightning is static electricity  
5. hair stands up because all strands have like charge 
 
Experimenting with Static Electricity 
Plastic combs and balloons make great tools for experimenting with static electricity 
 
1. Charge the comb or balloon by rubbing it with cotton, wool, or your hair 
2.  Place the charged item near items like torn bits of paper, jello powder, puffed rice cereal 
(not Rice Krispies), bubbles, ping pong ball and observe 
 
Lesson 2 
1. Read the information about current electricity 
2. Use Drawing to draw wires to create a complete circuit 
        Reminder: need to connect to 2 places on battery and bulb 
3. Remember to use the caption icon (") to put your first name on drawing 
Current Electricity 
1. moving electricity-particles move one at a time-negative particles move 
2. moves easily through conductors (metal, water, copper) 
3. insulators (plastic, wood, rubber) slow down and limit movement 
4. follows a circuit moving negative to positive 
5. open circuit has a break in it-flow restricted bulb doesn't light up 
6. closed circuit has no breaks-bulb lights up 
7. a battery is stored chemical energy that works like electricity 
8. must connect both positive and negative to complete a circuit 
 
Electricity & Battery Safety Practices 
Electricity still flowing even if switch is turned off-switch only opens circuit does not turn off 
power 
Batteries contain chemicals that cause burns-do not open or touch if leaking 
Overheated batteries can cause fires-do not touch both ends of battery with single wire will 
cause battery to overheat quickly 
 



Lesson 3 
Electromagnet 
Temporary magnet 
Uses electricity to create a magnet 
Can be made by wrapping a nail with wire and connect to a battery 
When power is turned off, magnetic field disconnected 
Useful for lifting or moving heavy objects 
 
Use Note to respond to these 2 questions. 
1.   How are electromagnets made? 
2.   How can they be used?o respond to these questions 

 
 


